Audiometric comparison of the middle and late components of the adult auditory evoked potentials awake and asleep.
The middle and the late components of auditory evoked potentials were alternately recorded in sequential sets from 28 adults, both awake and asleep. Sleep was induced by secobarbital and was monitored for depth. 1000 c/sec tone pips in one laboratory or filtered clicks in the other were delivered at 10, 20 or 30 dB sensation level. Control collections without stimulation were included. For the middle responses a single simple scoring template and one set of voltage criteria could be used for all stages of waking and sleeping. For late responses different templates and voltage criteria were needed. Estimates of the threshold of detection of the evoked potentials were based on the percentage of clearly positive responses was often not attained at 30 dB SL, i.e., the threshold was indeterminate. In light sleep and awake the middle responses of most subjects gave thresholds more sensitive than the late by 10-15 dB and also fewer indeterminate trials. The results in our two laboratories agreed closely in spite of differences in equipment and details of procedure. The relatively low thresholds of the middle responses (median 17.5 dB SL awake and 15 dB SL in light sleep) suggest that the middle responses must be considered seriously for use in clinical electric response audiometry, even though one of the 28 subjects failed to yield any identifiable middle responses.